
Silhouette in Red
(brown background in picture is a photo mat and not a card layer – card begins with vanilla layer)

Original design created by and copyright held by Jean Fitch

All images © Stampin' Up!

All product used Stampin' Up!

Supplies:
 Stamps: Thank You Kindly, Baroque Motifs,  Baroque Border Wheel

Ink: Real Red, Basic Black Classic Inks

Paper: Basic Black, Crumb Cake, Very Vanilla Cardstocks, Real Red Textured Cardstock, First Edition Specialty 
Designer Series Paper (Occasions Mini)

Punches: Scallop Border, Scallop Trim Border, Scallop Oval, Small Oval, Modern Label, 2 step Bird

 Other: Sponge daubers, ¼” Real Red Grosgrain Ribbon, Anywhere Glue Stick, Mini Glue dots, Jewels – Basic 
Pearl
 



Measurements:
Very Vanilla (base) - 5-1/2” x 4-1/4”

                ½” strip for Note of Thanks text

Crumb Cake - 5-1/4” x 4”

                Scrap piece for small oval punch piece

Basic Black - 5” x 1” strip for border punching

                Scrap piece for Scalloped oval punch piece

Real Red Textured Cardstock – 2” wide strip to punch Bird and branch sections from the 2 step Bird punch

First Edition SDSP – 5” x 3-1/4”  

 

Real Red Ribbon – 5-1/4” length

 

Basic steps:
Stamp “A Note of Thanks” from Thank You Kindly on Very Vanilla strip with Basic Black classic ink and punch 
with Modern label punch.  Center the side bubbles of the punch with the text.  Sponge daub the edges with Real 
Red ink.

Stamp “A Note of Thanks” twice with Basic Black ink along the length of ribbon.  Fold ribbon in half and notch 
the doubled ends with a sharp pair of scissors ( I love my SU paper snips for this)

Stamp “Kind” from Baroque Motifs on Crumb Cake scrap with Real Red ink then punch with the small oval 
punch.  Sponge Daub the edges with Real Red ink.

Wheel with Real Red Ink the Baroque Border Wheel along the side of the First Edition SDSP piece.  For a more 
distressed look ink lightly using a stamp pad instead of a wheel cartridge.

Punch with Scallop Trim Border punch down side of the First Edition piece.

Punch with Scallop Border punch the Basic Black cardstock strip.

Punch with Scallop Oval punch on Basic Black scrap piece.

Punch the Real Red Textured cardstock strip with the bird and branch section of the 2 step bird punch.  Punch a 
second branch piece so you have 2 branches and 1 bird.  Tip: You’ll be able to use a narrower strip if you punch 
with the punch upside down and check placement then if you want the textured side to be face up punch with the 
non textured side face up.
 

Note: I found that the Anywhere glue stick seemed to work the best for all the many layers and small punch 
areas.  When applying glue to the scallop trim border I lightly dabbed the stick across the lacey punch area rather 
than rubbing.  Not only is this one of the most cost effective adhesives Stampin’ Up offers but it’s slightly slower 
drying time gives you a chance to adjust placement as needed and the rectangular end lets you get into the corners 
of pieces very easily.

Adhere the scalloped Basic Black strip to the First edition piece then layer that onto the Crumb Cake Layer.  
Using Snail adhere the ribbon across the join of the Basic Black and First Edition.  



Using 3 glue dots adhere the Modern Label punch piece to the Scallop oval punch piece then with a further 3 glue 
dots add this to the First Edition layered piece.  With 2 or 3 more glue dots adhere the “kind” small oval punch 
piece over top of the ribbon strip.

Play with the placement of the Real Red branches and adhere using glue stick (the edge of the stick makes the 
perfect easy way to get glue on the skinny branch and leaves).  Glue down the bird punch piece over top of the 
branches and attach the tiny pearl as the bird’s eye.

Stamp or embellish the interior and the envelope as desired.

*********** 

Cost per card including envelope:  $.56

To order product to make your own please contact:

Jean Fitch
Stampin' Up! Demonstrator
My online store: www.jlfstudio.stampinup.net  

Email: jlfstudio@live.com
my blog: http://jlfstudio.wordpress.com
(541)899-5610


